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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Purpose of Study
This is a study of the treatment plans made by The Church
Home Society, 41 Mount Vernon Street, Boston, for the boys
over three years of age accepted for care in the Department of
Placement and Supervision In 1941 and 1942* Treatment possi-
bilities included three types of care, namely foster home
care. Institutional care, and supervision by an agency worker
of the boy in his own home. In some cases more than one type
of treatment was used when a boy failed to make an adequate
adjustment under one type of treatment.
The purpose of the writer in undertaking this study was
twofold. The first purpose was that of determining, through
the study of a selected group of the agency* s case records,
the basis or bases on which the decisions regarding the kinds
of treatment plans were made. The other purpose was to briefIj
evaluate these treatment plans, once made and carried out, in
the light of the children’s subsequent adjustments under these
plans.
Specifically the writer hoped to answer, through the
j
study of these case records, the following questions:
1. In these cases did The Church Home Society tend to use
foster home care as the usual treatment?
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2. Did it try to use an Institutional placement If
foster home care was a failure?
3* On what factors did the decision regarding the type
of placement seem to he based?
a« on the child’s family relationships?
b. on the child’s age?
c. on the child’s personality problems?
d. on problems In the child’s overt behavior?
e. on the child’s court record?
f. on psychiatric study of the child? Were psychia-
tric recommendations for the child’s treatment
followed?
Method of Study
!• Survey of literature In the field
In recent years much has been written about the relative
merits of foster home care and of Institutional care for
children. During the past twenty years the trend, both In
theory and practice, has been toward the increased use of
1
foster family care. In general. It has been agreed that
foster home care If preferable for the following groups of
children:
1. The child under three years of age.
1 Henrietta L. Gordon, ’’Care of Dependent and Neglected
Children”, Social Work Year Book. 1943
.
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32. The average child between three and eight years of
age, either alone or in a family group.
3- The older boy and girl who should take part in com- I
munity life. ^
|
Other well-defined groups of children, such as the fol-
lowing, progress more favorably in an institution.
1. The handicapped child who is blind, deaf, crippled, or
suffering from an acute physical condition, from en-
cephalitis or from other diseases.
2. The child who is an advanced delinquent and has become
a menace to himself and to the community.
3» The child who is psychotic or low-grade feeble-minded.
4. Certain children can undoubtedly be handled more readily
in the institution group. ..the difficult adolescent who
cannot take root in a foster home,—untidy, insolent,
resenting adult control, exploding from any spark, they
move from home to home... To such children, the experi-
ence of group living may be better suited than foster
home care, since group control is less personal and
therefore certain regulations can be conformed to for
the good of all which would seem Intolerable if ex-
tended over each child singly.*^
In still other individual cases the child’s relation
to his own parents may be so close that he cannot
enter into new emotional relationships in foster family
homes and he may therefore profit by a period in an
institution during which he may learn to live away from
his family until such time as he is ready^j^to take on
new relationships in other family groups. Or the
child’s parents may feel so threatened by the relation-
ship between their child and the foster parents that
they need a period of time to decide whether to take
back the child or allow him to share the experience of
2 Edith M. H. Baylor and Elio D. Monachesl, The Reha-
bilitation of Children
.
p.lO.
3 Ibid ., p. 9*
4 Henrietta L. Gordon, cit .
.
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a new family group*
Children who present certain problems such as the fol-
lowing do equally well In either institution or foster home:
1* The child needing temporary care*
2. The child who needs to be studied to determine the
treatment likely to be most effective for him*
3* The convalescent child, who may well be placed In a
modem convalescent home equipped with facilities for
special treatment, or who may thrive In a specially
selected foster home which is under the constant super-
vision of a physician or a clinic and of a trained
social worker*
4* The child who presents behavior problems*^
Although certain groups of children seem to profit most
from a particular type of treatment, such classifications are
general* In each case, the Individual’s background and needs
are considered in deciding on the type of treatment for that
particular child*
2* Description of The Church Home Society
The Church Home Society, a Protestant Episcopal child-
ren’s agency, originated as a small orphanage founded on
Beacon Hill in 1848 by a group of women of Grace Church,
7Boston.' Five years later it was taken over by the Episcopal
5 Ibid *, p* 88*
6 Edith M. H. Baylor and Elio D* Monachesi, ^* clt *
.
p. 10*
7 ’’The Church Home Society: Yesterday-Today-Tomorrow",
The Church Home Society Courier
.
No. 93> April, 1942*
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Church in Massachusetts and operated as an orphanage until
8
1913-19l^* Its present services Include:
!• a generalized child welfare work available for advice
and guidance to all children and young persons of the
Diocese of Massachusetts (comprising roughly Eastern
Massachusetts to the Worcester County line), usually
under twenty- one years, baptized in the Protestant
Episcopal Church, or one of whose parents has been so
baptized#
2# a child placing service for all types. Including the !
partially dependent child. Infants, delicate children,
temporary or permanent placements, children presenting
emotional, personality and behavior problems, and
unmarried mothers: the last two classes embrace the
"Church Mission of Help” type of girl# Children ac-
ceptable for public agency or Institutional care are
not admitted for foster home care, (for Instance long
time dependency with no special physical or mental
problems, the feebleminded, et cetera)#
3# "Clearing House”# In addition to the services rendered
children, the Department of Advice and Assistance gives
advice. Information and direction to clergymen or
Interested parishioners regarding parochial social
service (Non Children *s) problems# ^
t
Internally the work of the agency Is divided between two
departments# The Department of Advice and Assistance, as In-
dicated In the first and third services listed above, provides
the Clearing House Service and considers the Individual child's
I
problems and determines the form of help or care necessary for
their solution. The Department of Placement and Supervision
makes plans for children who must be placed either in foster
8 Ibid#
9 Policies and Procedures of The Church Home Society
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homes. Institutions, or who must receive intensive supervision
in their ovm homes and supervises these children during the
10
placement# To facilitate its work the agency Jointly main-
tains with the Children’s Aid Association, Boston, a Clothing
Department and the Preventive Clinic, Boston Dispensary, which
offers to all children accepted for placement periodic physical
examinations, necessary treatment, including hospital and con-
valescent care#
3# The Study of Thirty-four Admissions of Boys in the Depart-
ment of Placement and Supervision, 1941 and 1942#
In order to limit the number of cases used in this study,
the writer chose only the records of boys over three years of
age accepted in the Department of Placement and Supervision
in the years of 1941 and 1942# The lower age limit of three
years was used in order to eliminate those who were placed
in infancy, since infants are routinely placed in foster homes
specializing in baby care# A comparison of the total number
of admissions in the Department of Placement and Supervision
in each of the years 1939 to 1943 with the admissions of boys
over three years old in these same years shows (1) that in
the years 1941 and 1942 the total admissions did not differ
significantly from the other years and (2) that in the two
years studied, the percentage of boys admitted was comparable
10 "The Church Home Society: Yesterday-Today-Tomorrow"
j
The Church Home Society Courier
.
No# 93 » April, 1942#
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TABLE I.
COMPARISON OF ADMISSIONS OF BOYS OVER THREE YEARS OLD AND
TOTAL ADMISSIONS, DEPARTMENT OF PLACEMNT AND SUPERVISION,
CHURCH HOME SOCIETY, 1939-1943*
Year
Total
Admissions
Admissions of
Boys over Three
Years Old
Percent of Total
Admissions
1939 43 13 30*2
1940 50 18 36*0
1941 45 19 42*0
1942 44 15 34*1
1943 67 28 41*8
For this study thirty-four admissions were studied, of
which nineteen were admissions In 1941 and fifteen. In 1942*
The actual number of Individual boys Included was only thirty-
three, as one boy, admitted In both 1941 and 1942, was counted
as two admissions* This boy Is studied In Cases 16 and 31*
4. Limitations of the Study
This study of thirty-four admissions Is obviously very
limited In scope* Any conclusions drawn from this study are
applicable only to the material at hand, and at most can only
suggest a trend In the type of treatment planning done by The
Church Home Society*
The writer has not considered the Individual boy’s per-
sonality as a causative factor In either success or failure
of a particular treatment plan* If a boy’s personality was
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such, for example, that he made a poor adjustment In a foster
home and was then placed in a school, the writer assumes that
the original treatment plan was unsuccessful, since It did
not adequately take into account the boy’s personality*
Recognition must be given to the fact that evaluations
of the treatment plans are subjective. In making evaluations
as to the success or failure of treatment plans the writer
used the following principles:,
1. Where the worker expressed In the case record the evalu-
ation of a boy's progress by the person directly in
charge of the boy, such as an evaluation by a foster
parent, a school headmaster, or a school psychiatrist or
psychologist, this evaluation was accepted*
2# Where replacement of a boy was necessitated by his be-
havior, the writer considered the original placement a
failure in treatment planning*
3* In instances where a placement continued without change
from the time of the boy's admission to the Department
of Placement and Supervision, the writer considered the
treatment planning successful*
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CHAPTER II
CASE STUDIES
The thirty-four cases studied are presented. separately,
with a paragraph of Interpretation at the end of each case.
A summary of the evaluations Is contained In Chapter III*
Case 1
Donald M.
,
on suspended sentence to the Lyman School
for Boys, was referred by the Probation Officer, Rox-
bury Juvenile Court, In November, 1940. Four months
previously, when twelve years old, he had been placed
by his grandfather with a friend, Mrs* S., but his
grandfather could continue paying the boy’s board for
only a short time* Donald wanted to stay In Mrs* S’s
home and threatened to run away If removed* His parents
had been divorced in 1937 and his mother, who drank and
had once been arrested on charges of fornication, had
remarried, but had no place for him* Mr* M.
,
a psycho-
pathic personality and alcoholic, lived with his mother*
In August, 1939, Donald had been In court on the charge
of truancy and had been studied at Psychopathic Hospital,
where he was found to have no neurotic traits* The
hospital recommended foster home placement and his
being put In the fourth or fifth grade, as his seventh
grade placement was the cause of his truancy* The next
month he had been brought Into court by his mother on
a stubborn child complaint for staying out late and
running away* He was placed on probation for a year
and sent to Judge Baker Guidance Center to determine If
further study was necessary* For a period of less than
two months he was placed by the Division of Child
Guardianship while being studied and during this time
ran away eight times* The Center recommended Intensive
study, stating that placement was a risk, but one well
worth taking* He was placed in a Church Home Society
foster home for seven months, during which he was
studied Intensively at the Center* The psychiatrist
felt that Donald’s divided loyalties were a problem* He
wanted his own mother to be a good mother and found it
hard to accept good foster parents* At first he stole,
but then adjusted well, being described by the foster
mother as obedient, kind, and In need of affection*
4
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After running away six times, he was dismissed to the
Poxhury Court. The psychiatrist suggested that Donald
be returned home during further psychiatric treatment*
Donald’s grandfather kept him at home a short time and
then placed him with Mrs. S.
In January, 19^1 » The Church Home Society assumed res-
ponsibility for Donald’s board at Mrs. S’s, leaving case
work responsibility with the Probation Officer. Ten
weeks later Donald ran away to his mother’s. His worker
later heard that Donald was sent to the Lyman School.
In this case the agency accepted financial responsibility
for a boy already placed in a private foster home where he
wanted to stay. Although foster home placement had been ap-
proved by a psychiatrist when the first placement was made,
the private foster home placement was made without the
psychiatrist’s approval. Donald’s continued running away
indicated that his problems were still unsolved and the Pro-
bation Officer decided to seek further psychiatric help when
the agency dismissed the boy from care. The decision
regarding the type of placement was based on the current
situation rather than on current psychiatric study.
Case 2
The Judge Baker G-uldance Center in December, 19^0, re-
ferred Ronald E., thirteen years, ten months old, for
help in planning his education outside his home, as his
conflict with his mother interfered with his school work.
The psychiatrist recommended an academy t 3rpe of school,
as Ronald feared failure in a foster home.
Ronald’s parents had been divorced in 193^« Mr. E., who
remarried, seemed interested in the boy, but not anxious
to assume responsibility. Ronald’s mother, receiving
Aid to Dependent Children for Ronald and his eleven year
old brother, took every opportunity to irritate the boy,
whom she felt would have preferred living with his
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father, by making unpleasant remarks about Mr. E. Ronald,
who had am I.Q. of 125 and was In the ninth grade, was
an alert, sociable boy with many interests*
Since July, 19^ » Ronald had been followed at the Judge
Baker Guidance Center, as the police considered him a
neighborhood hoodlum because of his lying, stealing, and
poor associations. The Center felt he would profit by a
feeling of being accepted and by being given a chance to
express his feelings of irritation#
Ronald was determined to do well and wanted to go to
college. He chose to go to L3rndon Institute in Vermont.
He entered in February, 19^1* Nine months later the
headmaster reported that Ronald was one of the out-
standing boys in the school. In the summer of 19^2 he
worked as checker on a construction job and the following
summer learned welding in a shipyard. His school marks
were sometimes low and the psychiatrist recommended
putting pressure on Ronald to maintain an A stamdard,
as the boy was content to slip by. He is still attending
Lyndon Institute and recently passed the Army Specialized
Training Program examinations#
In this case the psychiatric recommendation, made at the
time of referral, was followed as quickly as possible. The
choice of the particular academy itself was made by the boy
from a list of several academy schools. According to the
headmaster, Ronald’s adjustment was good. Indirectly through
the boy’s worker, the psychiatrist followed Ronald’s progress#
Case 3
In January, 19^1» Paul D., at the age of nine years,
eight months, was referred by his mother because of the
poor home situation# Three months previously he had been
referred to The Church Home Society, but Mrs. D. had
refused to take him to Judge Baker Gruldance Center for
a study to determine the advisability of placement. Mr. D#
had deserted his family in 1936 and his whereabouts were
unknown# Mrs# D., a billing clerk, had obtained a
divorce# Paul, after his parents’s separation, had been
placed for two years at St# Anne’s School and then for
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three months in a private hoarding home* At the time of
application Paul and his mother were living with his
maternal grandparents, who quarreled. Paul quarreled with
his mother and In temper tantrums threw things and cursed*
His brother Andrew, four years, eight months old, was
boarded privately and came home week-ends*
Paul, a small, nervous boy, with an I.Q* of 88, was no
disciplinary problem In school* He was In third grade,
retarded one year* He preferred playing with younger
boys and liked little trains and toys. His mother stated
that he wanted to live In a foster home near the town
where she lived*
When definite plans were made for his placement In June,
his mother withdrew her application because Paul was up-
set by the prospect of leaving her; within a week she
changed her mind* In July, 19^1, he was placed for the
summer with Mrs* D*
,
a foster mother who took him to
Maine with other children* After a short period of bed-
wetting and using bad language, he adjusted* In the fall
he was placed In a foster home where Richard N* (Case 7)
was living* Richard mistreated Paul and taught him to
steal from the ten cent store* The following fall Paul
became eneuretlc and was studied at Judge Baker Guidance
Center because of this and the domination of Richard*
The psychiatrist gave him Information regarding sex and
felt that the boys need not be separated, but that Richard
should be Included In some outings for Paul, whose mother
visited fortnightly, since Richard had no one who cared
enough to visit him* The visitor followed this recom-
mendation* In December, 19^3 » the foster mother reported
that Paul was less dominated by Richard to the point of
fighting back and that he was more open In talking over
his activities* His ensures! s Improved considerably
after he went to Judge Baker Guidance Center* Paul’s
mother Is jealous of the foster mother, which she openly
admits, and Is overprotectlve of Paul, who whins and
complains when she visits* He has now been In this foster
home over two and one half years.
In this case the agency tried foster home care first*
Psychiatric help was given only when Paul began to present
serious problems In being eneuretlc and being dominated by a
foster brother* Both problems were diminished by psychiatric
help.
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Case 4
Raymond U. v/as referred by the Children’s Aid Association
in April, 19^1, as his foster mother was not handling his
excessive masturbation adequately and was greatly dis-
turbed about it. Two months previously Raymond had been
studied at Judge Baker G-uidance Center, which recommended
a new placement for Raymond and his sister, Patricia,
three years old, in a home nearby so that treatment at
Judge Baker Guidance Center could continue. The Center
stressed the necessity of finding a good home, since Ray-
mond already had had several placement failures* The
Center felt that the selection of a home should not be
left to Mrs. U.
,
whose Judgment did not seem good.
The U*8 had separated in 1938 when Raymond was five years
old. Mr. U., a lather, was in South Carolina. Mrs. U.,
twenty- seven years old, employed as a maid, was Interested
in her children. After their parents* separation, the
children had stayed with the maternal grandmother a short
time, and then had been placed in three different private
foster homes before the present one. Beginning in the
second home, Raymond had nocturnal eneuresls and mastur-
bated.
Raymond was retarded intellectually, though within normal
limits. He was repeating the first grade, was Inattentive
in school, but did excellent work with his hands. Because
of his excessive masturbation, the private foster mother
had kept him out of school several months*
In May, 19^1, Raymond, eight years old, and Patricia, were
placed in the D. foster home. This home was chosen
especially to provide an environment which would help
Raymond overcome masturbation and which would enable both
children to make a good adjustment in a foster home for a
temporary period. Mrs. D. kept Raymond busy all summer
and reported that he made an excellent adjustment, stopping
both masturbation and soiling. In the fall the two child-
ren were placed in another foster home with the idea that
this home could later be taken over by Mrs. U* as a
private boarding home. The foster mother reported that the
children quarreled between themselves and with other child-
ren and asked their removal as neither foster parent was
well. Mrs. U. had not visited in four weeks, which upset
the children. Late in October, without consulting the
agency, the parents removed the children, taking them to
Maine. They had decided to try again to "make a go” of
their marriage.
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The Judge Baker G-uldance Center In this case recommended
a new foster home placement. As Raymond presented a problem
In masturbation, they were placed with Mrs. D.
,
a foster mother
who had boarded agency children over a period of twelve years
and who had worked successfully with children presenting
serious problems by not over-emphasizing their problems and
thus lessening the prominence of the problems. The psychiatric
recommendation for a nearby placement was not followed. This
placement was successful, since Raymond's problems disappeared.
The second placement was made with the Idea of Mrs. U's taking
over responsibility eventually In a private placement. This
placement was not successful, as the two young children' were
too active for the foster parents.
Case 5
The Family Service Bureau of Newton referred Frank T.,
fifteen years, one month old. In April, 1941, as his be-
havior In school was so annoying that suspension was
threatened. Newton Junior Rade School reported that he
disobeyed rules, daydreamed, enjoyed attention, was Im-
patient, and refused to take blame. The Family Service
Bureau had known the case for three years and felt that
his behavior reflected his home situation. His parents
had separated when he was nine months old; eight years
later his mother remarried. From the time of his parents*
separation until three years old, Frank had lived with
his mother at his maternal grandparents'. He was then
placed for six years in a private boarding home where
he received poor physical care and was very unhappy during
the last two years of this placement. His stepfather
was at first Interested In the boy, but became disgusted
with Frank's behavior and felt he had no right to punish
the boy. The couple had a son, six years old, around
whom their physically attractive home centered.
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In 1938 Frank had been studied at Judge Baker Guidance
Center as a school problem. He needed steering, the Center
stated, but placement would lead to further feelings of
rejection and frustration. The Center described his
mother as punishing and rejecting, because Frank repre-
sented the failure of her first marriage or a threat to
her second marriage*
His mother preferred a school placement for Frank because
he had already experienced placement in a private boarding
home. He resisted the idea of boarding school, but liked
the idea of Connecticut Junior Republic, suggested by
the worker, since he could learn a trade there. It was
pointed out that he would have to remain there two years,
but he was willing to take advantage of this opportunity
to learn a trade*
In June, 19^1, he was placed at Connecticut Junior Re-
public. He was very difficult, according to the Republic's
psychologist, showing the typical reactions of a rejected
boy in excessive bragging and insolence, and in being
excessively demanding. His eneuresis continued and he
made slow progress. The school felt he should remain for
his citizenship certificate and trade certificate in
mechanics* In October, 19^2, after visiting friends, he
refused to return to the Republic on the grounds that
most of the boys were younger, that he didn't like new
faculty members, and that the auto division had little
to offer him in trade experience. He found employment,
lived with friends, and late In the summer of 19^3
entered the United States Navy*
In this case a psychiatrist three years previously had
pointed out the inadvisability of placement as leading to
further feelings of rejection, since the boy had already been
placed for six years. His behavior in school made his re-
moval from the school necessary. He was old enough to learn
a trade and hence the Connecticut Junior Republic appealed to
him. Even though the resident psychologist gave Frank much
attention and acceptance, his adjustment at the Republic was
slow. Since he was old enough to quit school, he could not be
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compelled to return when he disliked the school. His problems
centering around family relationships were not solved by this
placement at Connecticut Junior Republic*
Case 6
Ralph T.*s mother asked help in April, 19^1, in finding
a boys' school with low fees. She and her husband, from 1
whomshe had Just separated, had adopted Ralph from a
j
maternity home when he was eight months old. Ralph*
s |
own father had been a college student; his mother had
spent her early life in a foster home and in the homes of
relatives. Mr. T., the adoptive father, had been in-
volved with Ralph's own mother*
I
Ralph, eight years, one month old, did not know that he
was adopted. Mrs. T. was employed as an office worker
and with Ralph, lived' with her aunt. Mr. T. was interested
in a younger woman and drank* He was fond of Ralph and
visited him regularly.
Ralph did good school work, but the principal considered
him a "mama's boy". Until recently Mrs. T. had bathed
and dressed him. Because he was adopted, Mrs. T. did
not want him placed in a foster home*
In September, 19^1 » he was placed in the Frank S. Stevens
Home for Boys, Swansea. After nineteen months he was
dismissed for defiance of authority and for sex activity
with an older boy. As a result of this dismissal, he was
studied at the New England Home for Little Wanderers*
His I. Q. was 140 and he possessed superior musical abili-
ty. The psychiatrist reported him so closely identified
with Mrs. T. that it was difficult to separate her per-
sonality from his. After a Rorschach test, he was de-
scribed as narcissistic, with a definite homosexual trend.
The recommendation was for placement in a boarding school
such as Windsor Mountain School, Manchester, Vermont,
where "intellectual and musical talents can be appreciated
fiuid developed". An asset lay in the fact that this school
was far away from Mrs. T. In November, 1943, Ralph was
placed at Windsor Mountain School, where after a month
he was described as adjusting well and learning to be a
"little boy with the fun and interests of a boy of his
age". Soon after this placement endocrine injections
were prescribed because Ralph had an undescended testicle.
I
In February these injections were stopped as he showed
signs of sexual excitement. He Is In the eighth grade,
not quite mature for his class, and described as liking
to tease the less Intellectual boys*
The decision regarding the type of placement was based on
family relationships as the emotional bond between the
adoptive mother and boy was very close and foster home place-
ment was threatening to the adoptive mother* The Frank S*
Stevens Home for Boys, having about thirty boys ranging In
age from seven to fifteen years, offered a small group place-
ment at low cost In an atmosphere patterned after home life In
that the boys attend public school, have household duties, and
an opportunity to pursue useful hobbles such as woodworking and
gardening. Psychiatric study undertaken after the unsuccessful
placement at the Stevens Home revealed Ralph’s exceptional
abilities* The psychiatric recommendation for placement In a
boarding school offering an opportunity to develop outstanding
talents was followed when Ralph was placed In Windsor Mountain
School, a small, co-educational boarding school having both
American and European students* This school Is operated by
a European educator and his wife, who Is a psychiatrist and
has a weekly conference with each child*
Case 7
Richard N* was referred by the Massachusetts Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Children in May, 19^1* He
had been truantlng from school and had been In a temporary
home for three weeks*
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Mr* N. was widowed In 1933* Mrs* N* had an atrophy and
had not been able to care for Richard or the household be-
fore her death* Afterwards Mr* N* and Richard lived with
Mr* N**s parents. In November, 19^ » R1 chard *s paternal
grandmother died; after this his school work became poor*
At the time of referral Mr* N. had completed a W*P*A*
national defense course and was employed* The grandfather
eighty-three years old and receiving Old Age Assistance,
was Irritable and Intolerant of children*
Richard had been In Juvenile Court as a truant In January,
1941
,
and again six months later* The court, at his
first appearance, referred him to the Society for Pre-
vention of Cruelty to Children for physical and mental
examinations* He was seen at the Child G-uldance Clinic,
Metropolitan State Hospital, and was described as having
a face lacking In expression, having no enthusiasm and
no particular interests or friends* He complained of
headaches In the frontal region; his father also had sick
headaches when young* The Clinic recommended that a
neurologist be consulted, but no neurological condition
was found upon examination* Richard’s I.Q* was 110 and
he was In fourth grade, having repeated both of the first
two years* The Clinic stated that "It would seem that
foster home placement Is essential" and recommended that
the Clinic see him after placement If possible*
Mr* N* wanted Richard to go to a boarding home* The boy
was anxious to leave the temporary home and realized that
later he possibly could go home without court intervention
If he accepted placement* In July, 1941, when eleven
years, eleven months old, Richard was placed in a foster
home where two months later, Paul D* (Case 3) was placed*
He mistreated and dominated Paul, but upon the advice of
a Judge Baker Guidance Center psychiatrist, the boys were
not separated* The foster mother reported that Richard
was seemingly mild and gentle, but actually stubborn,
tenacious, and extremely lazy. His school work Improved,
but he was not gregarious*
Early In 1944 he ran away, which the foster mother con-
nected with Mr* N. *s giving Richard the Impression that
he would have room for his son when he moved* Richard
Is still In this foster home, but has recently expressed
a desire to go to a military school* His application
for admission to the Farm and Trades School Is now
pending*
In this case poor home conditions had led to court appear-
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ances and psychiatric study. The Child Guidance Clinic’s re-
commendation for foster home care was the basis for the
decision regarding the type of treatment. Richard’s adjustment
was adversely effected by his desire to be with his father,
who actually was not especially Interested in his son.
Richard’s admission to the Farm and Trades School would offer
him an opportunity to learn a trade*
Case 8
The East Boston District, Family Welfare Society, in
May, 19^1 » referred John J., at the age of sixteen years,
one month. He was on probation from the Juvenile Court
for stealing bicycles, had quit school two months
previously, but hadn’t been able to find a steady Job and
had lost weight*
Mr. J., an asbestos worker, drank with his mother, which'
was upsetting to his children* He was furious when John
quit school. Mrs. J., dependent on any helping person,
had an I.Q. of 72 and from November, 1937, to May, 1938,
had been in a state hospital with a diagnosis of manic-
depressive psychosis, depressive type. She often had
depressive moods. There were seven other siblings, ranging
in age from seventeen years to three years. The children
had had many health problems. The oldest daughter had
had spinal tuberculosis and three others, childhood
tuberculosis. John had a better health history than his
siblings. His I.Q. was 91. His teachers had liked him,
even though he truanted much and had bden careless in
his application.
Since 1939 he had been sleeping at the home of a maternal
aunt, but eating meals at his own home. He was working
part-time for his paternal grandfather, part-owner of an
asbestos company. Mrs. J. told the Family Welfare
Society worker that John wanted to go on a farm for the
summer. He was willing to stay a year or longer if he
liked farm work. After a quarrel with his father, he
decided to stay home to spite his father, but recognizing
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that he would only spite himself, he asked to he placed
as far from Boston as possible.
In July he was placed In a home In Wolfeboro, New Hamp-
shire. The foster parents operated a market garden and
roadside stand. They had a seventeen year old son with
whom John worked part-time. He received $2.00 per week
plus room and board. After a month he left the farm as he
was homesick and resented certain Jobs such as picking
string beans. He returned home and worked part-time.
In May, 19^2, when the case was closed, he was working
two to three days a week as asbestos worker’s assistant,
earning $18.00 per week.
Because of John’s age, his own desire to try farming was
the determining factor In deciding upon his placement on a
farm. The entire family situation was disturbing to John
In that his father drank heavily and was angry about John*8
quitting school. Although the placement Itself was successful
John was too homesick to stay.
Case 9
In May, 19^1* Felix F., thirteen years, five months old,
was referred by a priest. He had been In court six and
four months previously on charges of delinquency due to
truancy and had received a suspended sentence to Middlesex
County Training School. His father had died In 1928.
His mother, who received Aid to Dependent Children, ad-
mittedly had no control over her children and as Felix
was her favorite, alternated between spoiling him and
being too strict. He started truantlng and stealing In
19^0, doing most of his stealing at home. Mrs. F. at-
tended Psychiatric Clinic, Massachusetts G-eneral Hospital,
which later made the diagnosis of deep anxiety neurosis.
Felix’s half brother, seventeen, and own brother Clayton,
fourteen, (Case 23) lived In the household.
Felix, with an I.Q. of 83, did Inferior school work. In
1937 he had a traumatic experience when a friend, with
whom he sought shelter under a tree In a thunderstorm,
was killed by lightning. He had spells, lasting ten to
fifteen minutes, when his face was maskllke. In March,
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1941, he had been seen by Dr. Young at Massachusetts
General Hospital at the request of his Probation Officer.
Dr. Young recommended foster home placement and therapeutic
Interviews.
In June Felix was placed in the R. temporary home for
about three weeks, after which he went to Dr. Young’s
camp, Camp Soukukiad, in Maine for five weeks. He was
argumentative and quarrelsome. On the basis of his camp
.observation. Dr. Young recommended a rural home with pets
and a fairly adult atmosphere. He was placed in the P*
foster home, where he was sly, deceitful, and annoyed the
family by smoking excessively. After running away twice
within two months after placement, he was placed in a
temporary home having one other child. After two months
he was placed in a foster home having no children. The
foster father gave up smoking to encourage Felix. He ran
away once after stealing money. After six months he was
i?emoved because the foster family had to move for business
reasons. He returned to the previous temporary foster
home and after two months was placed on a chicken farm.
He was sharp and blunt to the foster mother. His mother
wrote pleading letters to him and he seemed affected by
his visits home. After nine months he stole money and
ran home, complaining that the foster mother criticized
him for small things.
Since then he has had several Jobs. At one time he worked
in a cafeteria and more recently has been working as a
gas station attendant. His worker states that Felix
usually loses a Job after a short time because of temper
tantrums.
Felix was accepted for foster home care upon the recom-
mendation of a therapist. Dr. Young. Since therapeutic Inter-
views were recommended, he was sent to Dr. Young’s psychiatric
camp. The subsequent placement in the P. home was based on
Dr. Young’s suggestion for placement in a rural home with an
adult atmosphere. The P.’s lived in the country, had pets,
rabbits and geese, and only one other foster son. The suc-
ceeding two permanent foster homes likewise were rural and
had an adult atmosphere. Since Felix preferred living at home
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and was old enough to work, no further attempts were made to
place him*
Case 10
At the age of nine years, seven months, Ray C* was referred
by his mother In June, 1941. He was lying and stealing,
and as she was unable to cope with his behavior, she
feared that he would be sent to reform school. He was
stubborn and If refused a request, had a temper tantrum*
After being divorced from Ray’s father, she had remarried*
His stepfather, whose name the boy used, was good to Ray
but felt he did not have the right to punish the boy since
he was not Ray’s own father. Ray did not know Mr. C. was
not his father* There seemed to be affection between
Mrs. C., employed In mill work, and the boy. There were
two half siblings, a boy about five years old, and a girl,
three years old. As Ray’s own parents had separated when
he was four months old, he lived In a variety of private
boarding homes until his mother remarried when he was
four years old*
He was accepted for supervision In his own home In
October, 1941, after being studied at New England Home for
Little Wanderers to determine the best plan for him. The
Horae reported his I.Q. as 94, his physical condition as
good. The psychiatrist described him as pathetically
bitter. He stole In order to give articles away to others
to win their affection. Their recommendations were for
( 1 ) placement In the Crouch School or a small group or
(2; foster home placement where he would be the only child
or where he would be the youngest with only one or two
older children or (3) supervision In his own home once a
week or more often If possible*
His worker saw Ray about twice a week for about six weeks,
during which his behavior seemed to improve. Then he
began stealing and in December, he appeared In Stoughton
Court on a charge of breaking and entering. The court
recommended a physical check-up and put him on probation
for one year with the understanding that The Church Home
Society would place him in a foster home for this period*
In January, 1942, he was placed in the B. temporary home
for two months while he received therapy at Judge Baker
Guidance Center. He was then placed In a foster home for
about six months; he stole candy and Ice picks and fi-
nally ran away to his own home. When he again appeared
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In court, he wept upon learning that he had to leave home
again. After a temporary placement of about ten weeks,
he was placed at Children* s Village, Dobbs Ferry, upon
the recommendation of Judge Baker Guidance Center. The
psychiatrist pointed out that Ray followed a pattern of
Initial good behavior, followed by stealing and lying*
He has adjusted fairly well at Children’s Village. He
still does not mix well, strives for affection of adults,
and Is educationally retarded. He desires to resume
contacts with his mother*
One of the alternatives suggested after psychiatric study,
that of supervision In his home was undertaken because Ray's
mother was willing to co-operate. His subsequent placement,
first in the B. temporary home and then In a permanent foster
home, was based on his court record, since suspended sentence
was given with the understanding that The Church Home Society
would place him In a foster home. As foster home care failed
and upon a psychiatrist's recommendation, he was placed at
Children's Village, an Institution for boys whose needs are
not met in the community, at home. In boarding homes, or other
schools. This school offers psychiatric help, as well as
academic and trade education* His adjustment there has been
fair, but his relationship to his mother is unchanged*
Case 11
The Probation Officer, Boston Juvenile Court, referred
Thomas L., eleven years, seven months old. In August,
19^1. He had been In court on a charge of breaking and
entering and was on suspended sentence to Lyman School
for Boys. The Judge who felt Thomas should not go to
disciplinary school and yet would not allow him to return
to poor home conditions, asked for placement*
In 1935 Mr. L. had died. Mrs. L.
,
thirty-seven years old.
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had had a positive Wasserman since 1939 hut had received
no treatment* She spent much time outside her home and
had no conception of the seriousness of Thomas* behavior*
Her oldest daughter, seventeen, was In a foster home and
her oldest boy, fifteen, v/as at the Crouch School as the
result of delinquency* Thomas had a nine year old brother
at home* Mrs. L* also had two Illegitimate children,
ages four and one, at home. Although the family situation
was so poor that Thomas would not be returned there during
his minority, the case was not referred to the public
agency because the latter, due to pressure of case loads,
was not equlppedto handle such a case*
Before making a plan, the agency asked the Judge Baker
Guidance Center to make a diagnostic study of the boy and
to make recommendations regarding placement* Thomas,
whose I.Q* was 92, was no school problem, a,lthough retarded
one year. He was well-mannered, responsive, and made a
good Impression, although after a longer contact he was
smart-alecky* The Center recommended that he be removed
from the West End where his family lived and that a group
placement would be best* His ability, however, did not
warrant the expenditure necessary to send him to the
Crouch School and his brother was already there* The
Center recommended the Stevens Horae for Boys or Plummer
Farm School*
His worker felt that the type of army discipline used at
the Plummer Farm School would not develop Thomas* Initi-
ative adequately. Because of Thomas* court record, his
application to the Stevens Horae for Boys was rejected*
He continued to stay at the B* temporary home where the
court had placed him until January, 1942, when he was
placed at St. Andrew’s School, West Barrington, Rhode
Island. His school work was fair and his behavior satis-
factory* Late In 1943 he began complaining about doing
the same type of work—waiting on table—all the time
and asked to leave the school as soon as possible* The
headmaster feels that the school has failed, chiefly be-
cause Thomas Is greatly Influenced by a former master*
The decision for group placement was based on psychiatric
recommendation* Although neither school suggested by the
Judge Baker Guidance Center was used, St* Andrew’s School,
an Industrial school offering courses In carpentry, farming.
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mechanics, and electricity, agreed to take Thomas. The head-
master feels the placement was unsuccessful and suggests re-
moving Thomas at the end of the term*
Case 12
In August, 19^1, the Probation Officer, Roxbury Juvenile
Court, referred Walter D.
,
who had appeared in court on
a charge of breaking and entering and larceny. He was
on a one year suspended sentence to the Lyman School for
Boys.
Walter, fourteen years, ten months old, came from a home
with poor economic conditions. His father was Irregularly
employed as a painter and there were seven younger child-
ren ranging in age from twelve years to one year. Walter,
whose I.Q. was 107, had flunked out of vocational high
school and was attending Boston Trade School*
Walter’s first court appearance had been in the spring of
19^1 on a charge of assault, and battery for shooting at
two boys who had taken his boat. For three months he had
been forced to attend the Citizenship Training Group,
which he resented. The Group reported that he had been
one of the most difficult and unco-operative boys and
recommended that he be removed from his environment as
he associated with one particular boy who had great in-
fluence over him.
In September, 19^1, he was again charged with breaking
and entering; he was placed on probation for one year.
Although at first he would consider only temporary place-
ment, he accepted the idea of placement for one year,
since he already had a police record. In October, 19^1,
he was placed in a foster home, where a fifteen year old
son had been a good influence on another boy placed there
by the agency. At first Walter was stubborn and resistive,
and at times discouraged about his own home conditions.
He felt resentment against the agency, since he felt he
had been forced to accept placement. When given a chance
to remain in this foster home for a second year, he
decided to do so. Early in 19^3 he began to help his
family with grocery orders which he earned. That summer
he worked in defense and lived at home. In the fall he
Joined the United States Navy and when last heard from,
was attending Diesel Engine School*
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Walter D* had "been studied psychiatrlcally while attending
the Citizenship Training Group. Their recommendation that he
be removed from his environment was followed. Because of his
court record, he felt forced to accept the plan suggested by
the agency, foster home placement. The second year of place-
ment was not forced upon him in view of his underlying feeling
of resentment toward the agency, but he decided upon it him-
self. The placement was successful. Judging from Walter's
readjustment at home and in work.
Case 13
Peter R.
,
fourteen years, six months old, was referred
by Massachusetts General Hospital in August, 19^1, for
placement. He had been followed clinically at the hos-
pital since 1939 as he had had chorea in 1931 and 1938
and rheumatic heart disease in 1939. He also' had a
birthmark covering one cheek.
Peter's mother had died when he was two years old. Until
fourteen years old, he lived with a paternal uncle and
aunt, but was removed at his uncle's request. He was
then boarded for a short time on a farm, but ran away be-
cause the work expected of him was too hard. His two
sisters, ages eighteen and twenty, were boarded privately
in New Hampshire. His father, a machinist's helper,
lived In a boarding house. He planned to marry his land-
lady, but wanted a plan made for Pet^r whom, he knew,
could not live up to the landlady's high educational
standards. He recognized that Peter, whose I.Q. was 78,
had low intelligence and needed vocational training. He
was alarmed over Peter's sex activity, as the boy had
exposed himself to two small girls and masturbated. Peter,
while living in the boarding house with his father, had
little supervision and often spent money on movies rather
than food.
Mr. R. asked to have his son placed in a school; the boy
himself expressed a desire to be a farmer. Because of
his father's fear of Peter's becoming a sex problem, he
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was studied at Judge Baker G-uldance Center, which recom-
mended placement at Hillside School or, if this were im-
possible, on a farm or a National Youth Administration
farm. In October, 19^1, he was placed at Hillside School
where he stayed twenty months. According to the school
head, he made a good average adjustment, but had no great
Interest in the farm. He was apathetic and passive, but
a happy boy. In the summer of 19^2 he worked in the
school kitchen. After leaving school he obtained a
position on a railroad grille car and later tried to Join
the United States Navy but was rejected*
Peter, a boy of low mentality, had no supervision at home*
The recommendation of Judge Baker Guidance Center for his
placement at Hillside School was followed. This is a farm
school with approximately fifty boys and therefore gave Peter
farm experience which he wanted. His adjustment in this place
ment was good and his work record since the placement was
terminated has been satisfactory*
Case 14
A private foster mother in August, 19^1* referred Arnold T
five years, four months old. In June, 19^0, at the
suggestion of The Church Home Society, his mother had
privately placed him in this foster home. She was ir-
regular both in visits and payments and owed the foster
mother $50.00 at the time of referral. Arnold had pre-
viously lived with a maternal aunt after his father’s
death in 1937. Mrs. T., who was neurosthenic, was an
unemployed secretary. She drank and was upset by her
boy frlend',s being arrested early in 19^1 as a deserter*
Arnold was a quiet, friendly little boy, afraid that
people who took him out would not bring him back to his
foster mother. In October, 19^1 » the agency accepted
financial responsibility, leaving him in this foster home.
It was felt that nothing should be done to disrupt his
good adjustment in the foster home and for this reason
he was not referred to the public agency, lest his mother
take him with her and neglect him.
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In the fall of 1942 she married her boy friend. Arnold
and his mother show no more Interest in each other than
in any casual visitors. In the spring of 1943 his step-
father, who also drank, took him around to his hangouts,
showing Arnold off and buying him presents. Arnold is
still in the foster home where he adjusts well, as he
does in school.
>
3
In this case the agency accepted financial responsibility
for the continuation of a private placement, since the young
boy had adjusted well. His mother was unstable and had no
adequate home, so that the continuation of the placement seemed
best for the boy.
Case 15
Robert D.
,
eight years, six months old, was referred in
August, 1941, by the State Division of Tuberculosis.
His own parents had been divorced seven years previously.
At the age of five months Robert had been placed privately
for a period of nine months. His mother had remarried,
living in furnished rooms with Robert and his stepfather.
At the time of application, his stepfather had Just died
from tuberculosis and Robert had been at North Reading
Sanitorium because of this contact with his stepfather*
His mother, employed as a waitress, had no home in which
to keep Robert.
In September, 1941, he was placed in a foster home where
there were two other children. He wet and soiled, which
he had been doing before placement, several times a week.
His school adjustment in the third grade was good. At
the end of five months his mother removed him as she had
to maintain a home for him in order to receive Social
Security. She continued working and arranged for him to
get his meals at another woman's house.
In this case the agency used foster home placement, making
an immediate decision regarding the type of placement. One
wonders whether the plan made by Mrs. D. for supervision of
Robert after she took him in order to get Social Security was
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adequate.
Case 16
Joseph D.
,
fourteen years, four months old, was referred
by the Judge Baker Guidance Center in September, 1941,
for a temporary placement during treatment at the Center.
Joseph had appeared in court on a charge of breaking and
entering and was on suspended sentence to the Lyman
School for Boys. He had continued stealing from his
parents and they feared he would be sent to the Lyman
School.
There were four other siblings, ranging in age from
twenty-three years to five years. According to the
Center, the D. family was tolerant, with strong loyalty
and understanding within the group. Joseph himself had
an I.Q. of 84 and had been taking a commercial course
until the Center suggested his changing to a shop course.
He was described as a nice, likeable boy, babyish and
cowardly.
Mr. D. was hesitant in allowing Joseph to go to a foster
home because Mr. D. had worked for room and board as a
boy. When placement was mentioned to Joseph, he was ex-
cited and said he would like farm work. He was anxious
to go to a foster home where he would not feel alone in
having done wrong. In October he was placed in the S.
foster home, where a nineteen year old son was on pro-
bation. On the day of placement he ran away and said
he would never leave home again. Judge Baker Guidance
Center felt that the worker should not see Joseph unless
placement was again considered. He was so immature and
emotional regarding placement that he might do something
to send him to the Industrial School for Boys. Since
the worker was dangerous to Joseph* s security, the case
was not active until a new application was made seven
months later. (Case 31)
The placement of Joseph in a foster home was in accordance
with the psychiatric recommendation for temporary placement.
The S. home was chosen because of Joseph’s desire to do farm
work; this home was a chicken farm of nineteen acres, located
one half mile from a country town. There was a nineteen year
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old son on probation, which gave Joseph a feeling of not being
a lone wrongdoer. Upon psychiatric recommendation, this case
was not active after Joseph ran away, lest the added threat
of placement as represented by the worker force the boy to do
something rash*
Case 17
A rector referred Roger A., ten years, three months old,
in September, 1941* He had appeared in Juvenile Court,
upon his father’s suggestion, for stealing and setting
fires. He stole from his father and uncle, from the ten
cent store and had been caught trying to enter a restau-
rant. As required by law, he had been examined by a
Division of Mental Hygiene Child Guidance Clinic, which
recommended placement in a more favorable emotional situ-
ation where there would be security, affection, and less
rivalry. The Judge had accepted this recommendation.
Mr. A., thirty-one years old, employed by the Works Pro-
gress Administration, admittedly could do nothing with
Roger and didn’t seem much concerned. He gave the im-
pression of not taking life’s responsibilities seriously;
he had a court record for violation of the liquor laws.
Mrs. A., thirty, claimed that Roger had temper tantrums
and was always "peculiar and stubborn". According to
Mr. A., she had had no feeling for Roger since he was
less than a year old because at that time he had disgusted
her by playing with feces. There were three other boys,
ages twelve, eight, and five. Roger, whose I.Q. was
101, was in the fifth grade and had advanced normally;
in school he was well behaved and obedient, although he
truanted.
In November, 19^1 > he was placed in a country foster
home, where there were three other boys, one in high
school, one about his own age, and one, four years old.
The first two weeks he gained eight pounds. During the
first two weeks he told wild tales, but as time went on
the foster mother reported he was well behaved and be-
came more and more like one of their own family. His
mother rarely visited and scolded him severely when
she did come. On the whole he has adjusted well, even
though he has presented minor problems such as lying and

sneaking food in the foster home*
Roger was rejected hy his mother and his father was not
especially Interested In him. In addition, the economic situ-
ation of the family was poor. The child guidance clinic’s
recommendation for placement in a more favorable environment
with less rivalry and more security and affection was followed*
Although there were as many boys in the foster home, the age
range was greater and neither foster parent rejected Roger,
as did his own. His rapid gain in weight indicated that he
gained in the new environment. This placement was successful,
as it has continued for over two years without change*
Case 18
The South Boston District, Family Welfare Society, re-
ferred Warren E., age fifteen years, five months, in
October, 1941. His mother, thirty- five years old and
alcoholic, had deserted her husband and three sons, ages
fifteen, eleven, and ten, four months previously*
Mr* E., employed in defense, was a chronic periodic
alcoholic and at the time of referral was in a drunken
stupor* Warren, after his mother had run away with an-
other man, truanted and ran away, saying he was going
to bring her back* He had come to the Family Welfare
Society asking for placement of his brothers since his
father was in no condition to care for them* Since
Warren presented problems, it was decided to make a plan
for him, while his younger brothers were referred to
the Division of Child G-uardianshlp*
In November, he was studied at the Judge Baker Guidance
Center, which recommended an Immediate change of environ-
ment because Warren had no supervision* As he disliked
school, although doing average work at Vocational High
School, and as his habits would have made it difficult
for a foster mother to accept him, the Center recommended
placement at Connecticut Junior Republic or G-eorge Junior
Republic*
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Warren thought he would like farm work and in November
he was placed at Longview Farm, Walpole, with the psychia-
trist’s approval. He enjoyed the country and his social
adjustment was good. He was the first boy from Longview
Farm to attend the Agricultural School nearby. He had
a good deal of anxiety regarding his home, which was
broken up, even though the worker kept him Informed about
plans for his brothers. At times his behavior was silly
and infantile. In January, 19^2, he ran away to his
father In Portland, Maine, claiming the school head was
unsympathetic about his family worries. Upon his return
he lost Interest In his work and because of this, some
of his farm responsibilities had to be taken away. In
April, 19^2, he ran away to his father again and did not
return. The head of the school wanted him to stay an-
other year, but Warren wanted to work. His adjustment
since being with his father is not known#
As Warren was disturbed about his mother’s desertion, he
was studied psychlatrically before placement plans were made.
The recommendation for placement at Connecticut Junior Re-
public or George Junior Republic was not followed. Since
Warren wanted farm work, he was placed at Longview Farm, a
farm school, with the psychiatrist’s approval# Although his
initial adjustment was good, he lost interest and ran away*
Family problems Interfered with his progress#
Case 19
Roland N., thirteen years, five months old, was referred
by Judge Baker Guidance Center in November, 1941# He
was on suspended sentence to the Lyman School for Boys
for threatening to kill a woman who caught him stealing
milk bottles. He had been known at the Center since
April, 1940, because of stealing and running away# The
study at the Center had not been completed because
Roland’s mother did not act upon the Center’s suggestion
for an endocrine study. He was forty-three pounds over-
weight# His mother was anxious for placement lest Roland
get into further trouble. The Center suggested his im-
mediate placement in Crouch School, a Junior Republic, or
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the Plummer Farm School for Boys*
Mrs* N* had been a widow for eleven years* She was em-
ployed as a cook, but was under considerable financial
strain because of her low earnings* A twenty year old
son, employed in defense, was moralizing in his attitude
and had assumed a strict father role with Roland, who
felt great hostility* Roland had average intelligence
and was described by his mother as cheerful and happy-
go-lucky* He did not seem concerned about placement*
In December, 19^1, he was placed at the Plummer Farm
School for Boys, where he stayed one year* The school
reported that his farm work was not satisfactory and
that he was indolent. He would have preferred living
at home, even though he knew that he would be in trouble
there* The principal felt he did not make a satisfactory
adjustment* In December, 19^2, he went home to his
mother who had remarried meantime*
The placement of this boy at Plummer Farm School was one
of several possible placements suggested by Judge Baker
Guidance Center* Although he had a court record and knew he
would be in trouble at home, he would have preferred this to
placement. Because of his lack of interest, his adjustment
in this school was unsatisfactory* Although an endocrine
study was made, Roland’s physical condition remained un-
changed; his overweight was on a dietary basis and he did
not follow the prescribed diet*
Case 20
Russell F*
,
eleven years, seven months old, the il-
legitimate son of a woman having a long police record
including sentences to the Industrial School for Girls
and the Reformatory for Women, and of a Chicago gang-
ster, was referred by his mother in November, 1941*
He was defiant, did pfetty thieving, and poor school
work, although his intelligence was within normal
limits* About three years previously, while his mother
was at the Reformatory for Women, Russell, who had been
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living with a maternal aunt unable to cope with his be-
havior, had been placed In a Church Home Society foster
home for twenty-one months. Soon after this placement
was made, he was studied at Judge Baker G-uldance Center*
The recommendation was for his continuance In a good
foster home and further psychiatric treatment, both of
which were carried out. Yi/hen his mother was released,
she took over a rooming house where she and Russell
lived at the time of reappllcatlon*
His mother asked for his placement In a school, but
Russell did not want to leave her. The case was accepted
for supervision In his home In April, 1942. Supervision
was given as the need arose and at times as long as six
months elapsed between contacts. In July, 1943, the
G-uidance Center recommended that Russell be placed in
a boarding school or country foster home. His mother
showed she was not ready for his placement by avoiding
the worker even though Russell* s petty thieving continued*
Yfhen their house was gutted by fire, they went to his
maternal grandparents. His mother plans to be married
soon and his grandmother would like to keep him*
In this case five months elapsed before the case was ac-
cepted for supervision, showing that no immediate decision
regarding the type of treatment was made* The psychiatric
recommendation for boarding school care or country foster home
care was not followed, since neither Russell nor his mother
was ready to accept such a plan. Russell's continued delinquen-
cy Indicates that home supervision was not successful*
Case 21
A rector In January, 1942, referred Roscoe K*, age nine
years, nine months. The neighbors complained that Roscoe
and three siblings lacked proper care and supervision and
were running the streets late at night. Their father had
a bad temper, beat the children, and seemed paranoid*
Their mother, somewhat alcoholic, left home for periods
of several weeks, during which the father's married para-
mour kept house. Both parents felt that financial problems
were the main cause of discord* Roscoe had no court
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record, although the local police knew he had set fire
to a house. In June, his father decided to break up the
household. Both parents showed lack of concern over what
became of the children.
Roscoe, who had an I.Q. of 116 and a good school record,
was eager to go to a foster home. At the age of ten
years, three months, after a short temporary placement,
he went to a foster home. Here he was eneuretic, as he
had been before placement, and lied and stole. After
three and one half months the foster family moved into
a house where they had no room for Roscoe. He was placed
in the D. foster home where his eneuresis improved when
Mrs. D. tried a gold star system of rewards. After four
months his younger brother was also placed there. Roscoe
ran away twice with an older boy, one such episode being
shortly after his parents quarreled in front of the boys.
Mr. K. tried to pass on to Roscoe his suspicions about
the boy’s mother. After seven months Roscoe was placed
in a summer camp, but he ran away after one month,
claiming a counsellor had beat him. He was returned to
the D. home, but after three weeks ran away to his pa-
ternal grandmother’s. He stayed there two months pre-
ceding a study at the New England Home for Little Wanderers
Their recommendation was placement at Longview Farm or a
similar place, provided Roscoe was under the control of a
guardian other than his parents, with foster home place-
ment as second choice. In December, 19^3* he was placed
at Longview Farm and the agency was granted guardianship.
In three weeks he ran away to his grandmother’s. Upon
returning to the school he set several fires and conse-
quently had to be removed to his grandmother’s. As she
was unable to cope with his bedwetting, truancy, and
impertinence, he was returned to the D. foster home. The
psychiatrist now recommends therapy and suggests treat-
ment at Judge Baker Guidance Center if he is placed in a
foster home or placement at Children’s Village or George
Junior Republic.
No decision regarding treatment of this boy was made until
the parents decided to separate. The plan for foster home care
seemed to be based on the fact that lack of proper care and
supervision was the main problem. Psychiatric study was under-
taken only after a series of failures in foster homes and the
recommendation for placement at Longview Farm was followed, but
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this too failed* He was placed temporarily in the D* home
because Mrs* D* had had much experience with very difficult
children and previously he had adjusted better here than in
another foster home or at camp. His placement at Children's
Village or George Junior Republic would offer a more control-
led environment than at Longview Farm.
Case 22
Alfred, seven years, ten months old, was referred by a
dispensary social worker, for whom his mother worked as
secretary, in January, 19^2, because of marital dis-
cord* His father, fifty-two years old, previously had
had well paying jobs, but was-^then selling real estate*
His mother, twenty- six years old, who had been pregnant
at the time of her marriage, had worked as a secretary
since Alfred was three years old* They lived in a
poorly furnished one room apartment, but tried to keep
up living standards* Alfred had little supervision
since both parents worked* His mother felt she had to
be free to live her own life since she was so much
younger than her husband*
Both parents wanted Alfred placed in a school. As he
was too young to be admitted to boarding school, the
worker suggested foster home placement for a period of
six months to give the parents time to work out their
own problems* In May, 19^2, he was placed in a foster
home where he was described as being noisy, using bad
language, and talking to himself* After one month his
mother removed him because she was displeased with the
physical care he received* She reported that he got
along easier with other children after being in this
foster home where there were four other boys* She sent
him to camp for the summer, telling the worker she
planned to leave her husband*
In this case the decision regarding the treatment plan
was based on the child's age, since he was too young to be
accepted at boarding school* Because the placement in the
# *
foster home was only one month long, it can not be fairly
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evaluated. This boy, accustomed to playing alone, was sud-
denly thrown into a group of four other boys. It seems
likely that his talking to himself was brought over from his
home life when he was unsupervised and left alone much of
the time.
Case 23
Clayton F. was referred by the Psychiatric Clinic, Mass-
achusetts General Hospital, where his mother was being
treated for a deep anxiety neurosis, in January, 1942.
He had recently run away because of a quarrel with his
mother to his grandmother's in Connecticut. His grand-
mother had no room for him, but even Clayton knew that
his mother rejected him in favor of Felix (Case 9)» a
younger sibling placed by The Church Home Society the
previous summer. His father had died in 1928.
For several years before Felix's placement Clayton lived
with his grandmother, but returned home when Felix was
placed so that his mother could continue receiving Aid
to Dependent Children. He was in the ninth grade and
anxious to get an education. Clayton, realizing that
he could not stay home as he had already left twice, •
asked for a foster home placement because Felix was
happy in a foster home. In March, 19^2, Clayton at-
tended the Psychiatric Clinic, Massachusetts General
Hospital, which recommended placement as soon as possible.
In April, 19^2, when fifteen years, seven months old,
he was placed in a country foster home, where he did
light chores such as feeding chickens and collecting
eggs. His mother upset him by writing letters and
phoning him often even though he refused to visit her.
He received good marks in school and took some interest
in the farm. After fourteen months he decided to get
a Job in town; during the summer of 19^3 he worked at
various store Jobs and odd Jobs, borrowing money from
his worker for living expenses at times, since he did
no planning. In September he obtained a Navy Yard Job
and the worker found a boarding home where he pays his
own board directly to the foster mother. She reported
that he was lazy, spent his money foolishly, and showed
no interest in his work. He still refuses to see his
mother.
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Placement as treatment was based on the fact that the
difficulty lay In the relationship between this boy and his
mother* This type of treatment was approved by the Psychia-
tric Clinic, Massachusetts General Hospital* From the place-
ment of his brother Felix It was known that the mother had
no control over her children in the home* This plan for
foster home care on a chicken farm was successful, since
Clayton adjusted well there for a period of fourteen months*
Case 24
The Boston Juvenile Court referred Reginald B* In March,
19^2* He was on suspended sentence to the Lyman School
for Boys for having run away from home twice after
family quarrels about his misbehavior for periods of
six and eight days spent panhandling on Beacon Hill*
Reginald, twelve years, nine months old, the oldest of
three children, had an I*Q* of 118 and was In the
seventh grade* Five years previously he had been studied
at a child guidance clinic as the result of truanting,
lying, and stealing, which had continued* His father
took disciplinary action only in crises* His mother,
nervous as the result of a recent hysterectomy, reported
that Reginald had been uncontrollable, obstinate, and
defiant since the age of five years* By court order
he was studied In March, 19^2, at the Judge Baker
Guidance Center* The psychiatrist stated that Reginald
had two methods of getting things—by appealing to adults
for sympathy, which he waslly did, and by temper tantrums*
The recommendation was that he needed an environment
offering consistent discipline and control of his
methods of response, away from the present external
sources of temptation and that placement at Children*
s
Village was probably the best plan*
In May, 19^2, he was placed at Children’s Village* His
parents, planning to buy a farm on which they would
want his help, were reluctant to sign the agreement to
a two year placement at Children’s Village* The
Juvenile Court Judge gave no alternative except his com-
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mltment to Lyman School and the parents signed the agree-
ment. At Children’s Village Reginald made a good ad-
mu stment and Is ready for discharge.
This plan for placement at Children’s Village, an In-
stitution offering a well-controlled environment, met the
need for consistent discipline and control of Reginald’s
methods of response. The decision as to the type of treat-
ment plan was based on psychiatric study and was enforced by
the power of the Juvenile Court. No decision about the type
of treatment was made Immediately after acceptance of the
case, since the psychiatric study had not been completed.
Case 25
In March, 19^2, the Judge Baker Ghildance Center referred
Harold M.
,
an illegitimate child placed since birth.
His mother, who had not visited him In several years,
was married and had children; her husband knew about
Harold but refused to take him Into their home. From
the age of two weeks to eight years Harold had been
placed by his mother with the K. family. When the
foster parents died, their daughters could not keep
Harold, and he was placed at St. Peter’s School, Lowell.
After three years he had to be moved as he had reached
the school’s age limit, and was placed at the House of
the Angel Guardian for a month. At that time the C’s,
neighbors of the K. family, visited Harold and took him
to their home since he was unhappy. At the time of re-
ferral Mrs. C. was upset by his poor school work, care-
lessness, and sauclness. Mr. C. did not like the boy.
Harold, who had average mental ability and was In the
seventh grade, wanted to live with his mother. In May,
19^2, at the age of eleven years, eleven months, he
was placed In a foster home; after one week he was so
Impudent and defiant that he was removed at the foster
mother’s request. He had phantasies regarding his
parents’ divorce and about his mother’s going without
food to support him In Infancy. In a second foster
home he was noisy, saucy, and had temper tantrums, so
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that he was removed after eleven days. He was then
placed In the R. home, a specialized foster home com-
bining foster home and group placement as there were
eight boys In the home. Here he adjusted well. In
July, 19^2, he was studied at the Judge Baker Guidance
Center because of his defiant attitude and readiness to
suspect Insults to his mother. The recommendations were
(1) that he should see his mother at regular Intervals
to get Information regarding both parents and his step-
father and (2) It was desirable to keep him In the R.
home and continue psychiatric treatment and (3) it was
desirable for him to keep up his contacts with the K.
sisters, which had been done through visits. His mother
consented to talk with the psychiatrist once, but decided
she could not talk to Harold about his paternity. She
felt It was risky even for her to see the psychiatrist
once, lest she meet someone who would know her and the
fact become known among her acquaintances that she had
an Illegitimate son. Because of these fears, Harold
has not seen her since then. He has remained In the R.
home and last summer worked In a hospital as switch-
board and errand boy*
In this case treatment In terms of foster home care was
first tried. Psychiatric study, after repeated foster home
failures, approved his continued placement In a specialized
home consisting of foster parents and eight other boys.
Placement in such a group was less threatening, as the tie
to the foster parents was less close because of the presence
of so many other boys, to his emotional tie to his mother*
Psychiatric treatment was continued, as recommended by the
Guidance Center, and his contacts with the K. sisters were
kept up. Because of his mother’s fears and lack of Interest,
It was not possible for him to see her at regular Intervals*
Case 26
Wilbur K. was referred by the Judge Baker Guidance Center
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In March, 19^2* He had been attending the Guidance
Center since June, 1940, for eneuresls, staying out late,
truantlng, and quarreling with his siblings* His mother
had made efforts to improve the home situation, but
felt Inadequate in handling him and did not want public
agency placement lest her Aid to Dependent Children be
cut. The Center felt that her dominant aim consistently
was to get rid of the children, the chief argument for
this being her inability to take care of them. Her
attitude was thus a determinant of their behavior, for
the more they misbehaved, the more she was able to demon-
strate her need to have them taken away. The psychia-
trist felt that placement, not for a short time, was
indicated as there was little likelihood of getting
Mrs. K. to establish a decent home; if foster home place-
ment was not satisfactory, the psychiatrist would sug-
gest a more supervised situation such as Longview Farm.
Wilbur’s parents had separated in 1937; later his father
was sent to Deer Island for non- support. Mrs. K. later
took her husband back, but early in 1939 he committed
suicide. He had been severe and abusive to all the
children. He had adopted his wife's illegitimate child.
There were two siblings younger than Wilbur, who fought
with Walter, age nine years. In school Wilbur, who had
an I.Q* of 106, was disliked by other children. There
was some question as to whether he once tried to commit
suicide. The psychiatrist felt he had identified with
his father and had conflicts about his father's death
and a good deal of phantasy about his father, whom he
idealized.
His mother wanted Wilbur to attend the Farm and Trades
School, which he also preferred. In July, 1942, while
his application to the Farm and Trades School was
pending, at the age of eleven years, five months, he
was placed in the D. foster home and went to Maine for
the summer with the foster family. He did not take part
in group activities and had nocturnal eneuresls. In
September he ran away to his home, staying there until
May, as no suitable foster home was available* As he
was not accepted at the Farm and Trades School, in May,
1943» he entered St. Andrew's School where he became a
leader of a group always in mischief and became Involved
in stealing and running away. As he preferred a clean
start to a second chance in this school, in August he
entered the Grouch School, Mount Vernon, New Hampshire.
He enjoyed the summer recreational program, but with the
return of more students in the fall, did not adjust well.
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The headmaster reported that Wilbur went out of his way
to get attention, pity, and even punishment, and was
eneuretic every night. After running away twice he
returned home in October, but soon ran away with his
brother Walter to the Maine summer home of Mrs. D. An-
other foster home placement was made, but because of the
foster mother's illness he had to be removed. In
December, 19^3, he was placed in Children's Village
where he was contented at first, although in more recent
letters to his mother he threatened suicide.
The first psychiatric recommendation, for foster home
placement, was carried out unsuccessfully. The second re-
commendation, for a more supervised situation, was then tried
when he was placed at St. Andrew's School, a school of about
one hundred boys taking academic work and vocational work in
fields such as carpentry, agriculture, poultry raising,
dairying, and mechanics. This second recommendation was
again followed when Wilbur was placed at the Crouch School,
a small school. When his adjustment in neither of these
schools was satisfactory and he ran away from his own home,
plans were made for Wilbur’s going to Children's Village, a
school offering more supervision and discipline.
Case 27
The West Roxbury Court indirectly referred Francis S.
for placement in March, 19^2, because of his truantlng
and running wild. Court charges were dropped when his
parents agreed to placement. They had never lived to-
getheV over two years at a time. Mr. S., an unemployed
paper hanger, was alcoholic. Francis was devoted to
him although for a year past the father had not cared
what happened to the boy. Mrs. S., a waitress, had
tried to commit suicide seven years previously because
of her husband's drinking and abuse. Francis had an
older sister, his mother's illegitimate child, who had
been in the House of the G-ood Shepherd.
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Francis, although eleven years, nine months old, with
an I.Q. of 113 » was only in the fourth grade because of
many changes in the number of schools he attended* Pre-
viously he had been placed at St. Anne’s School for over
a year, in a foster home for a year, and at the House
of the Angel Ouardian for five months. While being
studied at Judge Baker Guidance Center he was placed in
a foster home where there was an older boy. The psychia-
trist recommended that he continue in this home, as
the older boy might help him with school work and re-
creation* It was felt that this placement was not too
threatening if the foster mother discussed his problems
objectively* His adjustment in this home would serve
as a guide to future plans. Twice within the first two
months he ran away, once after his mother discussed
marital problems in his presence and once when he missed
his old pals* He stole money, twice soiled his clothes,
was late to meals and smoked. At the end of three months
his mother removed him, threatening action against the
foster mother for slapping him twice*
After almost five months at home, he ran away and froze
his feet so badly that hospitalization was necessary*
The Guidance Center recommended the Connecticut Junior
Republic as the best place and the Judge also favored
this plan, as did the agency because his former foster
brother Ray C* (Case lOj was at Children's Village* In
February, 19^3 » he was placed at the Connecticut Junior
Republic, where his early adjustment was good except
for smoking without permission* Twice in the fall he
ran away, but more recently seemed more secure and
happy. The head of the school reported recently that
at times it is almost Impossible to understand this boy*
This treatment plan consisted of foster home placement
while a psychiatric study was made. The psychiatric recom-
mendation for the continuation of the plan was followed un-
til the mother removed her son* As his behavior at home
continued to follow the pattern of running away, a new
psychiatric recommendation for placement at Connecticut
Junior Republic was followed* This second plan was more suc-
cessful, since he became more happy and secure*
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Case 28
Edwin N.
,
age seven years, nine months, was referred
with his sister, almost nine years old. In April, 19^2,
by their father. Their mother had deserted In 1938,
following which they were placed together in two un-
satisfactory boarding homes. They were then placed In
St. Anne*s School for two years, but had to be moved
when the school discontinued working with young boys*
At this time, when Edwin was six, through The Church
Home Society, they were placed In a private boarding
home for sixteen months. At the time of reapplication,
a change in law regarding licensing of boarding homes
for children made It necessary for their father to move
them.
Mr. N. wanted a private boarding home where he also
could live. As such a home was not available, the child-
ren were placed for the summer in a foster home where
the foster mother reported that Edwin had not had enough
training or control. In the fall another foster home
was found, but Edwin was so noisy and rough that soon
other children were not permitted to play with him. The
foster mother learned that in a previous foster home
he had observed other children having sex relations.
In October, 19^2, because of his conduct and attitudes
and knowledge of sex play, he was studied at Judge Baker
Guidance Center. The Center classified him as one of
those children deprived of babyhood by his mother's re-
jection and trying to make up for it before he was willing
to grow up. Their recommendation was for a group place-
ment, such as the Crouch School. Although Mr. H. pre-
ferred a private boarding home, he could not find one,
and Edwin was placed at the Crouch School. After a
month, during which he adjusted well and was popular
according to the Headmaster, his father located a boarding
home and took the boy. The foster mother later reported
that Edwin quarreled with his sister, had temper tantrums
and was destructive. After two months Mr. N. and his
children moved on to another private boarding home.
In this case the agency first used foster home care in
an effort to keep the children together. Psychiatric study
was undertaken only when Edwin's behavior Jeopardized the
possibility of successful foster home placements. The psychia-
tric recommendation for a group placement such as the Crouch
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School was followed and was successful despite the short
period of placement# Edwin had already been In many different
homes and the Crouch School, with a year round program, of-
fored him stability without the necessity of becoming attached
to still another mother figure#
Case 29
G-llbert H#, age seven years, five months, I.W# 112, was
referred In May, 19^2, by his mother for a camp plan#
He was the Illegitimate child of his mother, mentally
retarded and employed In a factory, and of a married
builder, who had continued living with Gilbert’s mother
until the boy was almost three years old# The father
took an Interest In Gilbert until he left the mother and
supported the boy until 1940# He worked In Connecticut
and In the fall of 1941 Gilbert was boarded In that
state by his father for a few months# Gilbert’s mother
worked almost continuously after the father left her#
Part of the time Gilbert lived with her and was cared
for by relatives or neighbors; sometimes he was boarded
out. At the time of application, a paternal aunt, who
vied with his mother for his affection, was caring for
him# His mother had two legitimate sons, ages fifteen
and seventeen, living In her household, and a daughter,
thirteen years old, boarded out by the local welfare
department, and a married daughter#
Before definite plans were made, Gilbert was studied at
Judge Baker Guidance Center, as the previous fall his
mother complained that he was unmanageable. The Center
recommended private agency placement, as he would
"probably present problems needing skillful handling" and
unless the mother and aunt were worked with, he would
remain In conflict. The recommendation was for permanent
placement as soon as possible and psychiatric treatment
after placement regarding his parental situation#
In July, 1942, he was placed In a foster home, but after
two weeks had to be removed because of soiling and diurnal
eneuresls# The second foster home placement lasted three
weeks, with his behavior including seeming lapses of
memory, soiling, and wetting# The third placement of one
month was on a temporary basis# In the fall, he was
placed In the D# foster home# Mrs. D. Ignored his soiling
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and wetting, which Improved until his mother visited*
He was Involved In stealing and ran away twice during
the seven and one half months In this home. For the
summer of 19^3 Gilbert was placed In the Crouch School,
with the understanding that he would stay on In the fall
If he fitted. He liked the summer program, but with the
opening of school, complained that the boys, most of
whom were older, wouldn't take him Into games. When
his best friend Wilbur K. (Case 26) left, he lost Interest
and did not return to the school after the Christmas
vacation.
He was placed again in his previous foster home, the D’s.
Again his wetting and soiling Improved except after his
mother’s visits, so that Mrs. D. restricted his mother’s
visits. He ran away several times and on one such epi-
sode In March his mother, now living with her married
daughter, allowed him to stay there for three weeks*
His behavior was so difficult that he was placed in a
temporary home. The psychologist who was seeing Wilfred
at this time stated that the boy was ambivalent about
his mother, wanting to stay away from home, but deter-
mined not to leave his mother. She, on the other hand,
would have liked to be relieved of the responsibility
of handling him, but had strong feelings about placement.
After several days In the temporary home, he insisted
on going to his mother’s. The therapist suggested an
electro-encephalogram at Judge Baker Guidance Center and
plans for this are being made, as well as for sending
Gilbert to Children’s Village. His worker reports that
Gilbert deliberately soils himself or misbehaves so
that his mother cannot leave him alone.
This boy was placed In a foster home after a study at
Judge Baker Guidance Center and In accordance with their re-
commendation for a permanent placement. Because of his be-
havior he was placed In a series of foster homes and a school
before his mother gave way temporarily to his demands to stay
with her, although she recognized her inability to handle his
behavior*
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Case 30
Louis N., six years old, was referred by the New England
Home for Little Wanderers In June, 1942* He was the Il-
legitimate son of a married woman, who had placed him
at the age of six weeks In a private boarding home. The
foster parents adopted him In April, 19^* The adoptive
father worked for a construction company and travelled
widely In business, accompanied by his wife and Louis*
By the summer of 19^2 the adoptive parents were separated
and the mother was working. Louis, who had an operation
for pyloric stenosis when three weeks old, had abdominal
cramps without an organic basis, for which he was studied
at the New England Home for Little Wanderers. The psy-
chiatrist felt that the cramps might have been caused by
Irregular eating and sleeping while travelling. Her re-
commendation was that after his parents' divorce, he be
placed on a trial basis at his grandmother's. As a
second possibility, the recommendation was foster home
placement, hoping that his mother's situation would
Improve so that he could return to live with her* It
was suggested that he spend the summer at the New England
Home for Little Wanderers, since he fitted well and by
fall his mother's plans might be clearer*
In the fall the case was accepted for supervision In a
private boarding home where he stayed seven months, after
which he spent four months at his grandmother's* His
mother meanwhile worked in a number of defense plants
and went around with a variety of men. She entered him
In Hillside School, where the Headmaster reported that
he was doing well and was happy, although his mother was
critical of small things In the care Louis received*
In this case the psychiatrist's alternative recommendation
was followed when Louis* mother placed him In a private
boarding home. The agency offered supervision and Mrs. N*
finally made her own plans for Louis in a farm school having
about fifty boys.
Case 31
Joseph D. (Case 16) was again referred for a plan by the
Probation Officer of a District Court In May, 1942* He
had appeared In court on a new charge of breaking and
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entering and larceny. A psychiatrist at Judge Baker
Guidance Center felt that commitment to the Lyman School
for Boys would make Joseph’s future successful adjustment
minimal. He recommended Hillside School as satisfactory
and suggested that the boy be told that his going there
was a case of necessity. He described Joseph as naive,
emotionally Immature, gullible, sjid easily led. The
boy accepted the Idea of going to Hillside School, al-
though he had expected only a scolding from the Judge*
In June, 1942, Joseph entered Hillside School, where
he adjusted nicely, according to the Superintendent.
He was a good worker, popular with the boys, very willing
to be helpful to others, and In several instances where
he might .have been dishonest without running much risk
of being caught, he showed honesty. In June, 1943, he
graduated with an eighth grade diploma. He worked on
the school farm for the summer, then returned home to
learn welding. In February, 1944, he had a double
hernia operation from which he Is recuperating*
The psychiatrist’s recommendation that this boy be sent
to Hillside School, a farm school, was followed. This plan
was successfully carried out. Judging from Joseph’s adjustment
In the school*
Case 32
A church rector In July, 1942, referred Stephen C., age
fifteen years, four months. He was of low mentality
and had recently run away to Maine with another boy.
His parents tried to maintain middle class standards In
a household consisting of two older and two younger sib-
lings. There were also two older siblings in service
and Stephen wanted to Join up when he became sixteen
years old. His parents favored placement lest he get
Into serious trouble In the community. Stephen wanted
to try living on a fahm. He had been truantlng In
school and two years previously had been In opportunity
class. He had no court record. He had recently been
studied by Dr. Thom, who described Stephen as a typical,
dull normal boy, who had little training and whose
delinquency was a product of his dull mentality, plus
poor environment. Dr. Thom recommended placement on a
farm where the boy could have 'some responsibility and
earn part of his living*
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Stephen was placed at Hillside School, a farm school*
Here he did not mix well and could not do the sixth
grade work. After he had run away twice within three
and one half months after placement, he was permitted
to give up academic work for full-time work In the
kitchen. After five months, his worker obtained him
a kitchen Job In a dispensary, but after two weeks he
was discharged. In succeeding odd Jobs, he took no
responsibility and upon reaching the age of sixteen,
Joined the United States Navy*
This plan for treatment did not follow the psychiatrist's
recommendation In that Stephen was placed In a farm school
rather than on a farm* As a result of his Inability to do
academic work, his adjustment was poor. Positions obtained
for him after he gave up academic work were appropriate for
his mental ability.
Case 53
Andrew C* was referred by the Avon Home in September,
I942 . His parents were divorced and his father had
remarried In 1939, taking Andrew and two younger sib-
lings, ages nine and eight. Into his home* At the time
of referral the family had to move and the stepmother
refused to take all three children with her. The
family Income was Insufficient, as Mr. C*, who had a
Master of Education degree, worked for a private school
on a commission basis. The stepmother had been told
at Massachusetta G-eneral Hospital the previous year
that she should see a psychiatrist. She felt she could
manage the two younger children. As Mr. C. thought that
Andrew, a thin, nervous child, suffered most from tension
in the home, the boy was studied at Judge Baker Guidance
Center In September, 1942. He was found to be Interested
In normal boy activities and was not disturbed about
the home situation* The Center recommended placement
for a few weeks with his siblings because of his strong
ties to them. The agency agreed to accept Andrew for
a year's placement, giving the family time to make their
own plans*
In November, 1942, Andrew was placed, with his brother
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Stanley (Case 3^) » in a foster home where he remained
for eleven months except f6r one month at summer camp#
The foster mother found It necessary to strap him to
make him mind, but felt that his behavior improved. In i
October, 19^3 » Mr. C. established a home in another !
part of the state where he had obtained a position as
head of a high school English Department. Both boys
were dismissed to his care at that time*
This case was accepted because of the acute home situation
and a psychiatric study was made before treatment plans were i
made. The recommendation for placement of Andrew with his '
siblings was followed in part, in that the two boys of the
family were placed together. The placement was successful
and within the time limit set by the agency, the parents were
able to make plans to re-establish a home.
Case 34
Stanley C.
,
nine years, eight months old, was referred
with his older brother Andrew (Case 33) and his younger
sister because their stepmother was unable to care for
them. The agency offered to place Stanley until the
end of January, 19^3 > to give his father and stepmother
time to make their own plans. With his brother, Stanley
was placed in a foster home in November, 19^2. He
talked back to the foster mother and fought with other I
children in the neighborhood. The foster father felt
|
that Stanley’s behavior improved. In October, 19^3 $
both boys went to the home established by their father
and stepmother in another part of the state#
Stanley was placed with his brother in a foster home in
accordance with the psychiatric recommendation made for his
brother. The placement was successful and Stanley was better
t
disciplined than at the time he entered the foster home#
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CHAPTER III
I
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
|
l|
The purpose of this study of treatment plans for boys
over three years of age admitted In 19^1 and 19^2 by the
|
Department of Placement and Supervision, The Church Home So-
|
clety, was to determine the basis or bases on which the de- I
cisions regarding the types of treatment p;lans were made* The |
'I
second purpose was to evaluate these plans in the light of the
j
:l
Children’s subsequent adjustments*
As the writer indicated in Chapter I, the trend in recent
i
years in child-placing has been toward the increased use of
foster home placement even for children who are behavior
problems. The writer hoped from this study of thirty-four
admissions of boys for treatment to determine whether The
j
Church Home Society practice was to use foster home care even
j
for difficult children. From the total of thirty-four treat- I
ment plans, sixteen plans consisted of foster home care which I
was the most frequently used type of treatment. In nine cases
institutional care only was used* In only one case where
j
institutional care was used as the only treatment was the '
institutional placement undertaken without pre-placement
psychiatric study of the boy, which shows that in general in-
stitutional placement was used only when the psychiatrist felt
that this type of placement would beet meet the boy’s need*
The writer found that in only two cases was supervision
|
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of the boy In his home used as the only type of treatment*
There are several factors which account for this Infrequent
use of home supervision* Although supervision in the child's
home avoids the traumatic experience of the child's leaving
home, It presents a difficulty In that It leaves the child In
the same environment, so that he Is subject to the same family
relationships and to the same neighborhood sources of temp-
tation* The worker's ability to help the child Is limited by
the size of the worker's case load, so that probably the
worker can visit only once or twice a week at most* In ad-
dition the child's parents have usually demonstrated their in-
ability to cope with the child's behavior by the very fact
that he is referred to an agency* In the only case (Case 20)
where supervision was the treatment plan for a boy presenting
behavior problems, supervision was not enough to change the
boy's behavior*
That The Church Home Society did not hesitate to make
changes In treatment plans when one type of treatment failed
was shown by the fact that In seven cases more than one type
of treatment was used* In six of these cases foster home
care was followed by institutional care when the first t3rpe
of treatment was unsuccessful* In one case (Case 10) super-
*
vision, foster home placement and Institutional placement
were used In an effort to meet the boy's needs* Thus the
practice of The Church Home Society was In keeping with the
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recent general trend toward the use of foster home care In-
stead of Institutional care.
Closely related to the types of treatment plans is the
problem of replacements, which are inevitable in some cases
since there is an element of chance in any possible grouping
|
11
of people in one home. Replacements are important in a
study of treatment planning since it is recognized that change
j
from home to home can have a disorganizing effect on the
child’s life. The writer found that in twenty-two of the
|
cases studied there were no replacements. In six cases one
replacement was made. In two cases two replacements were made
and in one case, three replacements. In three cases six re-
placements were made. In all cases where replacements were
made, psychiatric study was used, usually before placement,
which indicates that the agency tried to get as complete an
understanding as possible of the child before making treatment
plans for him. In studying the four cases in which at least
three replacements were made, the writer found that the treat-
ment eventually was unsuccessful despite the fact that psychia-
tric study was used. This would seem to indicate that these
children had problems which were solved by neither changes In
environment nor psychiatric study. In general, a replacement
Indicated that a boy failed to adjust in a certain placement,
as there were only three instances (Cases 9» 21, and 26 ) where
P« 15
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replacements were necessitated by changes In the foster home#
In tabulating replacements the writer Included the use
of temporary homes, which are used until a suitable permanent
home can be found or for a period of study of the child. In
only four cases was a temporary home used after an Initial
placement. In all these cases the temporary homes were used
as last resources, after placement failures, before new plans
could be carried out. The writer feels that theoretically
such use of temporary homes Is unsatisfactory In that such a
placement means an additional placement to which a child who
has already experienced failure must adjust. However, from a
practical point of view, the writer recognizes that It takes
time to locate a new placement and that much thought goes In-
to new planning when a child has already experienced failure.
The use of a temporary home carries the child along during
this period of planning# In six cases Initial placements
were In temporary homes. In over half of these Initial tempo-
rary home placements such placements were used while therapy
was undertaken or for a short pre-camp placement or as a
special resource for a boy presenting behavior problems which
would have made him unacceptable to a foster mother#
In studying the types of replacements, the writer found
that the agency tended to use a second foster home placement
even If the first foster home placement was a failure. Of the
nine cases where first foster home placements were failures.
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In seven cases the second placement was again In a foster
|
home. This again shows the tendency of the agency to use
foster home care as the usual treatment.
Another concept in recent child-placing work has been
|
the use of psychiatric help. Although there is no agreement
about psychiatric study as a routine part of placement. Its I
use when there are personality, habit or behavior difficulties
is accepted. The writer found that thirty of the cases
I
studied received psychiatric study at some time during the
|
period of treatment* Twenty-four cases were studied before
|
treatment plana were made, showing that as complete an under-
standing as possible of the child was sought before placement*
In general the boys who were not studied psychiatrically
prior to placement were younger boys not presenting serious
behavior problems and ranging in age from five years, four
months, to eleven years, nine months, at the time of referral* 1
In two-thirds of the cases studied psychiatrically
j
before placement the psychiatric recommendations were fol-
lowed in all particulars. In over half of the remaining
cases the recommendations were followed in that the suggested
,
type of placement was made although a particular school or
locality for placement was not used* In the other cases the
psychiatric recommendations were so old that they did not fit '
I
the current situation*
|
Where psychiatric study was used after treatment plans
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had been carried out, the psychiatric recommendations were
followed In all cases except two In which the boys* parents
were unwilling to accept treatment plans based on these
psychiatric recommendations*
These facts indicate that The Church Home Society fol-
lowed recent child-placing theory in using psychiatric study
when children presented personality or behavior problems* In
addition the psychiatric recommendations were the basis for
the type of treatment plan followed in about 63 per cent of
the cases* In 12 per cent of the cases the current situation
was the basis, as in most of these cases private foster home
placements were taken over by The Church Home Society rather
than Jeopardizing the children's adjustments further by moving
them when their adjustments were satisfactory* The remaining
25 per cent of the cases Included those younger boys who were
not studied psychlatrlcally before placement and two boys who
were old emough to express their own preferences as to the
type of placement. Thus psychiatric recommendations were
the basis for most of the placements, while a combination of
the factors of age and lack of behavior problems was the
basis for foster home placement for younger boys*
Although The Church Home Society followed current child-
placing theory in chiefly using foster home care and in fol-
lowing psychiatric recommendations when children presented
behavior problems, the writer found that only 50 per cent of
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the plans were successful at the close of the study* However, I
It should be remembered that nineteen of the boys are still
|
under the care of the agency and that the percentage of sue-
j
!
cessful placements may therefore fluctuate. The writer felt
i
that only 38 per cent of the plans could be considered failures
at the end of the study as It was Impossible to evaluate
four cases with any degree of accuracy* In two of these
|
cases the placements were terminated by the boys* parents afteij
one month so that these placements were over too short a period
of time to Judge the boys' adjustments* In two other cases
the boys* behavior still fluctucates so much that the outcome
is uncertain*
The writer, although recognizing that The Church Home
Society followed current child-placing theory In using foster
home care as the usual treatment, questions the treatment
of the boys who were replaced more than twice* In studying
the four cases where four or more replacements were made,
the writer found that of the three cases where the boys are '
still placed, one boy (Case 26) is. at Children's Village
|
and plans are being made to send the other two boys (Cases 21
j
and 29) there. In examining the case histories, the writer
j
was Impressed by the fact that these boys' adjustments In I
various types of placement Including both foster home place-
ments and group placements have been quite consistently poor
as Indicated by their behavior, especially In running away*
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The writer wonders whether the agency should not, after two or
three unsuccessful placements of a child, use further psychia-
tric study as the basis for new plans rather than continuing
to make further placements which are unsuccessful- In other
words the writer feels that further psychiatric study at an
earlier point in treatment of boys having repeated placement
failures might result in such boys being placed at Children’s
Village or a similar controlled environment at an earlier
point before the boys have had so many placement failures.
The writer feels that if the possibility of an entirely new
treatment plan were considered earlier in these cases of
repeated replacements, the boys' needs might be better met*
The Church Home Society undoubtedly followed current
practice in usually using foster home care and using psychia-
tric study for children presenting personality or behavior
problems. The writer would suggest further psychiatric study
and a review of the entire case situation after any child
has been replaced two or three times because of behavior
in order to undertake effective planning at an earlier point
in the treatment of the child*
Richard K. Conant, Dean
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Date
Reason for referral
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Health History
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Court Record
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Length of placement
Psychiatric Study
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Place
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Treatment
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Institution Name
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Program
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Replacements
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